ABSTRACT The basic kinetic and bioenergetic theory is outlined for two kinds of translocation on DNA: (i) helicases that use ATP to move along single-stranded DNA or to move on and invade double-stranded DNA at a replication fork; and (ii) DNA-binding proteins (not ATPases) that form bound aggregates on singlestranded DNA and facilitate replication by steady-state treadmilling of molecules between the ends of the aggregate. The respective resemblances to myosin-actin in muscle and to steadystate treadmilling in solution ofactin or of tubulin are pointed out.
Many biological motility phenomena involve either translocation of one molecule or molecular aggregate relative to another or the assembly or disassembly of microtubules or actin filaments. Our object in this and a subsequent paper is to present some simple theoretical considerations that have relevance to these two subjects.
The present paper is concerned primarily with the translocation ofATPases on single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) (1, 2) , both in the absence and in the presence of a replicating fork. This is supplemented by a discussion of the facilitation of replication by some aggregated DNA-binding proteins (DBPs) (1) which can "treadmill" in a way that is similar to the behavior of aggregates of actin and tubulin in solution (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) .
TRANSLOCATION OF ATPASES ON DNA It is useful, for perspective, to begin with comments on the current view of the molecular basis of muscle contraction (8) . Myosin cross-bridges, which are extensions from the myosin filament ( Fig. 1) , cyclically attach to and detach from binding sites on the actin filament. In the same cycle, ATP is bound to the S-1 portion ( Fig. 1) of the cross-bridge, ATP is hydrolyzed, and its products (ADP and Pi) are released. In one step of the cycle, Pi is released (before ADP) while the cross-bridge is attached to actin (9) . This is accompanied by a conformational change in S-1 that alters the angle of binding of S-1 to the actin site from 900 to 450 (Fig. 1) . Because of the attachment of S-2 to the myosin filament, S-2 is stretched (10) . This produces a force that tends to move the actin filament to the left relative to the myosin filament. However, movement does not result from the cyclic activity ofany one cross-bridge. Rather, an asynchronous ensemble of about 10' cycling cross-bridges (single fiber; half-sarcomere) work smoothly together. Note that structural asymmetry ( Fig. 1) is associated with the ATP cycle; this is essential if ATP hydrolysis is to produce a net force in a particular direction at steady state or in a transient.
Translocation on DNA-Single Cycle. We turn now to the problem of the directional translocation of an ATPase on a set of equivalent one-dimensional sites. Though the sites are all equivalent, an individual site is not symmetrical. That is, the set ofsites has directionality. The particular case we shall discuss explicitly is the translocation of helicase III (11) or the rep protein (1, 2, 12) on ssDNA. The general principles of primary interest are not model dependent, but, for concreteness, we shall use a model suggested by the work of Das et al. (11) and by the presumed behavior of S-1, as shown in Fig. 1 . Several generalizations will then be added in the subsections below.
We assume that the basic ATPase-translocation cycle is that shown in Fig. 2 . The enzyme has a "body" and an "arm"; the arm has two conformations, E1 at about 900 to the ssDNA and E2 at about 450 to the ssDNA (these details on shape and angle are completely arbitrary; all that is essential is some kind of unsymmetrical or directional inch-worm translocation mechanism associated with the ATPase activity). In states E1-T and E2-T, the body of E is very weakly bound to ssDNA (11) ; the conformational change (900°-+ 450), induced by the binding of ATP, produces translocation of the body to the right (the + direction). This is also what would happen to the cross-bridge in Fig. 1 if S-2 were not attached to the myosin filament. Incidentally, the magnitude of the translocation step is much smaller here than in Fig. 1 : 5 or 6 A (i.e., we assume one step is the distance between two ssDNA bases) rather than A.
In states El and E2 the body is strongly bound to ssDNA (11) . Consequently, the transition E2--E1 (450 -°9 00) involves the arm but not the body.
After one complete counterclockwise cycle in Fig. 2 , starting from E1, one molecule of ATP has been hydrolyzed and the enzyme molecule (in state E1 again) has moved one site or step to the right. The 12 (pseudo where necessaW') first-order rate constants in the cycle (Fig. 2) are related to the operative thermodynamic force Apr = Pr -PUD -li (the free energy ofATP hydrolysis) by (13) fl+/fl_ -T/RT [1] where H1, is the product of the six rate constants in the coun- where the proportionality factor C > 0 is a rather complicated expression (13) and is omitted. The steady-state velocity v of translocation to the right, in units of the step or intersite distance, is simply v = JT in this case.
As the motion occurs, ATP free energy is lost but the enzyme molecule and the ssDNA maintain a constant free energy. There is thus no free energy transduction in this system; however, the ATP hydrolysis, associated as it is with structural asymmetry (Fig. 2) , is essential for the directional motion. This resembles closely the situation in steady-state treadmilling of monomers at the ends of F-actin or of microtubules in solution (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . Note that if Apr = 0 in Eq. 2 (by adjusting, hypothetically, the concentrations of ATP, ADP, and Pi), then JT = v = 0: there is no net motion, at equilibrium, in either direction. Of course if (hypothetically) ALe < 0, then the steady-state motion would be to the left UT = V < 0). In all cases above we are referring to net cyclic motion and flux; when Alkr # 0, cycles will be completed, occasionally, in the "wrong" direction; and when AAT= 0, cycles will be completed with equal frequency in the two directions.
In summary, two features must both be present to achieve directional motion in systems of this general type: the chemical (ATP) cycle itselfmust be associated with structural asymmetry, and there must be an expenditure of chemical (ATP) free energy.
Slippage and Resisting Force. In this subsection we generalize the above treatment in two ways. First, the obligatory B (body) and A (arm) sequence in the Fig. 2 cycle is relaxed to allow for occasional "slippage": an A transition (i.e., no body movement) is also possible at El-T :± E2 T and a B transition is possible at E2 ;± E1 (i. e., a body translocation to the left when E2-El). Both ofthese tend to reduce the translocation velocity v so that v < JT-The actual stoichiometry V/IT for rep protein or helicase III on ssDNA (in the absence ofa fork) is presumably not known. The extended kinetic diagram is shown in Fig. 3A , in which rate constant notation is introduced for the four A and B transitions. The diagram has 16 rate constants altogether.
The second generalization or complication is that, as indicated schematically in Fig. 3B , an outside force is acting against the enzyme body such that an amount of free energy AG is required in order to move the body one step to the right. In a very simplified model (see. below) this might represent translocation at a DNA fork (AG, a few kcal mold, is needed to separate one base pair of the duplex). Or, as another example, AG.could be The overall thermodynamic efficiency is ,q = vAG/JT^Ap.
[6] [7] [8]
The d, e, andf terms inJT and the a, c, andf terms in v all contribute to inefficiency (reduce v, below 'qb). The rate of free energy dissipation is (13) T(diS/dt) = I 1JKXK = ITAP? -vAG > 0. K [9] If AG = 0 (slippage but no external force), Eq. 6 for JT is unchanged and. a =1C 0, V = Jb -f, V < IT [10] There is tight coupling between + movement and ATPase activity in cycle b only. Cycles d and e use ATP but produce no net movement; cycle fuses ATP and leads to -movement.
Simple Helicase Model. Fig. 3 provides the basis ofa simple, no doubt too simple, helicase model (helicase III or rep protein). While the helicase is translocating (to the right) on ssDNA, before the replication fork is reached, AG = 0 above. In this case (AG = 0), and in this subsection only, we designate the four ± rate constants in Fig. 3A as ao and 832. From Eqs. 3, '+/a°-= a/a', 3°0/f3' = '3//3'. [11] We suppose that a+ >> a and /3» >> P, so that cycle b is used almost exclusively and v is almost equal to JT-When the fork is reached and invaded, AG > 0 and the rate constant notation in Fig. 3A and Eqs. 3nowapplies (a, a', /3, and ,/' are unchanged). Besides translocation, the transitions a+ and ,3+ separate a base pair while a and P/ form a base pair. Because ofthe resistance (AG) at the fork, a+ < ao and /,3 > P3°( these are consistent with Eqs. 3 and 11). Consequently, slippage (transition A on the left of Fig. 3A Fig. 4 and in Fig. 4A , and is in state E1. Fig. 4 A-C, which shows only the body of the enzyme, is based on the paper by Yarranton and Gefter (12) . The subsequent cycle that is of primary (but not exclusive-see below) interest is indicated by the solid lines in the kinetic diagram, Fig. 5 . We discuss this cycle first. After binding ofATP, the transition E1 T -) E2-T occurs, with a + translocation step. This step invades the duplex region of the fork (Fig. 4A -* Fig. 4B ), which here remains intact, in contrast to the simpler model discussed above. The notation ds (double strand) in Fig. 5 indicates this fact. When the state E2 P(ds) is reached in the cycle, the next event is the breaking of the hydrogen bonds of the first encountered base pair in Fig. 4B-i.e., Fig. 4B -* Fig. 4C , and E2 P(ds) --E2-P in Fig. 5 . The rate constants for this step involve AG (above). This step occurs because E2-P binds strongly to ssDNA but weakly to dsDNA (11) . The al. (11) . On completion of this cycle (Fig. 5) , one ATP has been used, one + translocation step has been taken, and one base pair has been opened up.
The observed stoichiometry, however, as already mentioned, is approximately 2 ATP per base pair melted. Again, we can account for this by two kinds of "slippage" that could result in an average of about two ATPase cycles per cycle that opens a base pair. First, transition I in Fig. 5 might be used somewhat at the fork because of a reduced rate constant for the usual + or B translocation step (Fig. 4A --Fig. 4B ). This would have to be a kinetic effect, caused by the presence ofthe fork, because there is no thermodynamic reason why this rate constant should be reduced: AG, above, is not involved at this step in this model; also, the enzyme with ATP bound binds weakly to both ssDNA and dsDNA (11) . If transition I is used, the enzyme remains in the Fig. 4A location: cycle d in Fig. 3C is followed. In the second kind of slippage, if state E2 P(ds) is reached in the main cycle, as described in the above paragraph, transition II might occur some fraction of the time (the enzyme remains in the Fig. 4B situation and Pi is released). The rate constant for the usual arm (A) transition, 450 -> 900 (E2 --El), might be much reduced in Fig. 4B compared to Fig. 4C [again, not for any thermodynamic reason: AG is not involved; the free enzyme binds strongly to both ssDNA and dsDNA (11) ]. If so, step III would generally follow step II (Fig. 4B -* Fig. 4A )-i.e., cycle e in Proc.-Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 78 (1981) binds to and thereby stabilizes the new ssDNA, the efficiency is even smaller. Incidentally, a DBP molecule would not be bound after every base-pair-opening cycle but, at most, only after every nth cycle, where n is the number of bases covered by one DBP molecule on ssDNA.
In summary: the above illustrative model is consistent with the Das et al. (11) experiments; it uses only one ATPase site and one conformational change in the enzyme; and it can explain an approximate 2:1 stoichiometry. Ifthe stoichiometry turns out to be an invariable 2:1, however, this would imply separate ATPase sites for translocation and for base pair opening, as in the work of Yarranton and Gefter (12) .
Translocation and Strength of Binding. Comments in the literature suggest that translocation on and strong binding to a one-dimensional system such as ssDNA is a paradoxical combination of properties. This is not necessarily the case, as is illustrated by the counterexample in Fig. 6 . The rate of translocation is determined by the height of the free energy barrier to lateral motion, not by the depth of the binding free energy well. In this connection it should be kept in mind that a typical helicase spans a number ofbases on ssDNA, though it may move one base at a time.
Another, more likely, possibility is illustrated by Figs. 2 and 3: there are weak and strong binding states of the enzyme in the same cycle; the enzyme usually moves when in a weak binding state (11) .
TREADMILLING OF BINDING PROTEIN ON DNA
The steady-state treadmilling of actin or tubulin subunits between the two nonequivalent ends of a linear aggregate in solution is now well established (3) (4) (5) . Actin is an ATPase and tubulin is a GTPase; one molecule of NTP is hydrolyzed in the cyclical addition and removal ofa subunit from either end ofthe aggregate (7, 14) .
A rather similar end-to-end treadmilling (ref. 1, figure 9-3, after B. Alberts) occurs with some highly cooperative DBPs, when the aggregate is bound on ssDNA (the template strand) adjacent to a replicating fork. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 7A . However, the DBP is not an NTPase, as are actin and tubulin. The driving force for the DBP treadmilling arises, instead, from the dissimilar circumstances in the DNA itself at the two ends of the aggregate (see below). Examples of these proteins (1) are phage T4 gene 32 protein, phage M13 gene 5 protein, and Escherichia coli single-strand binding protein.
A DBP molecule has a length equivalent to n base pairs, where n might be of order 10. When a new DBP molecule is bound at the fork end ofthe aggregate, in the process an amount offree energy nAG is required to separate or "melt" the n base pairs. At the other end of the aggregate (Fig. 7A) , removal of a bound DBP molecule would be accompanied by (i) the addition of n dNMPs to the primer strand, (ii) the establishment of n paired bases with the template strand, and (iii) n translocation steps of the polymerase (assumed processive) relative to the new duplex (1). The net free energy released in these three more or less simultaneous processes is denoted by -nAG', where AG' > AG. Both AG and AG' are averaged quantities.
The difference nAG' -nAG is obviously associated with the first and third processes above: the first releases free energy; the third requires some ofthis released free energy to maintain the directional motion* (as in the first section). nAG' -nAG is the thermodynamic driving force for the treadmilling shown schematically in Fig. 7A . At steady state, there is no free energy transfer from nAG' -nAG to the treadmilling DBP molecules, which have a constant free energy; the treadmilling merely facilitates the replication (1).
The binding and release rate constants for the two ends of the aggregate are introduced in Fig. 7B ; a and A3 are secondorder, while a' and 13' are first-order constants. The simple assumption here is that these transitions are rate determining in the overall replication process; the constants a' and 13, especially 13, are very small; a and 13' dominate. These rate contants are completely unrelated to those used in the first section (Fig. 3) , even though the notation overlaps. Incidentally, because of very strong cooperativity among molecules of the aggregate (1), we are assuming that binding and release transitions occur only at the two ends of the aggregate. Let c be the local concentration of the DBP in the vicinity of the DNA duplex (there may not be many molecules to establish this "concentration"). The corresponding chemical potential is A= A + RTln c. [12] In the aggregate itself, excluding DNA free energy contributions at the ends, the DBP chemical potential is a constant, p0. In a hypothetical aggregation equilibrium at the fork end (end 1) only, now including the DNA contribution, we would have pu + RTln c(') = go + nAG, [13] where c(,) is the DBP equilibrium concentration. The presence ofthe positive nAG term increases the value ofc that is required * In a more realistic and elaborate treatment, we would have to include the DBP treadmilling and the polymerase translocation (n steps per DBP) in a single kinetic model. In this case, the free energy released in process i alone would provide the thermodynamic driving force necessary to maintain both of these directional processes, the net effect of which is the steady-state replication of DNA (as in Fig. 7A ).
Biochemistry: Hill and End2: Ag2--+ RTlnc -(pa + nAG').
[22]
[23] Eqs. 13 and 15 are special cases. The rate of free energy dissipation is then (13) 8c= 183', and RTln(,f/p3') = AO -(pO + nAG').
[ 16] In one treadmilling cycle, in which one molecule is added to end 1 and one is removed from end 2 (a clockwise cycle in Fig  7B) , the thermodynamic force nAG' -nAG in the cycle is related to cycle rate constants by af3'/13a' -e(nAG'-AG)/RT [17] This follows from Eqs. 14 and 16. It should be noted, above, that c(l) is very small and c( is very large, because a' and 13 are very small.
The separate rates of attachment at the two ends, at an arbitrary concentration c, are J1 = ac-a' ac, J2 = Pc-a P'-I'. [18] The net or total rate of attachment is J-J1 +J2 ac-a'.
[19] Steady state occurs when J = 0, that is, when c c. = (a' + P3')/(a + 13) 13'/a.
[20]
Unlike cel) and c(2), c,, does not have an extreme value. The treadmilling or translocation rate, that is, the rate of adding molecules at the fork end (and the rate of removal from end 2), at steady state, is Jm. JM(c-) = -J2(CX) = (a' -13a')/(a + 1) 13 (6) that c tends naturally to approach c", as a final stable value. That is, ifc > c,,, thenJ > 0 and the aggregate grows at the expense of DBP molecules in solution (thus c decreases toward c,,). On the other hand, ifc < c,,, thenJ < 0 and the aggregate becomes smaller, adding DBP molecules to the solution (thus c increases toward c.).
We now consider the rate of free energy dissipation in this system. At arbitrary c, the chemical potential differences be-T(diS/dt) = JlAAI + J2AA2 > 0.
[24]
Both terms on the right are necessarily positive (this is verified in Eq. 27 below). At c = c,, using Eq. 21 and A,-AA2 = nAG' -nAG, [25] we have T(dS/dt) = Jm(nAG' -nAG) (c = c.).
[26] This is the rate of free energy decrease for the "downhill," overall replication process. The DBP treadmilling is (by assumption) rate controlling, through the factorJ. (Eq. 21).
Eq. 24 can also be written, using Eqs. 14 and 16, as T(diS/dt) = RT[ac -a')ln(ac/a') + (1c-83')ln(13c/13')]. [27] Because, as mentioned above, c naturally approaches c, in a closed system, one might expect that T(diS/dt) in Eq. 27 would be minimized with respect to c at c = c,,. However, this is easily seen not to be the case in general.
For arbitrary values of c between cl) and c(, which covers practically the entire range in c, J, is positive andJ2 is negative.
In this case, one can regard the total kinetic activity as made up of two components: a background of treadmilling molecules together with a surplus gain or loss of molecules at one end of the aggregate or the other. Eq. 24 can be rearranged differently, for the two possible cases, to show this explicitly:
